Preliminary Interchange Layout Concepts

**Single Point Diamond**
- On- and off-ramps come together at a single stop light on the I-80/Ashby Ave overpass
- On- and off-ramps are close to the freeway
- Connection to Ashby Ave, Frontage Rd, and Shellmound St
- Smaller footprint*

**Tight Diamond**
- On- and off-ramps come together at two stop lights on either side of the I-80/Ashby Ave overpass
- On- and off-ramps are close to the freeway
- Connections to Ashby Ave, Frontage Rd, and Shellmound St
- Smaller footprint*

**Diverging Diamond**
- On- and off-ramps come together at two stop lights on either side of the I-80/Ashby Ave overpass
- On- and off-ramps are further from the freeway
- Connections to Ashby Ave, Frontage Rd, and Shellmound St.

*Of these three, the Single Point Diamond and Tight Diamond have the smallest footprint.